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{HAND MADE WITH LOVE}



From the heart of Syria to
your home, Zufa brings you
beautiful hand made pieces

by artisan craftsmen and
women from Syria. From

creative design to every wood
etching, these incredible

pieces of art are hand crafted
with love.
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our story

Inspired by the unparalleled beauty found across Syria, from classical architectural
design, to the warming smiles of the nations people and felt through the vibes and

comforts the old town and markets radiate; Zufa is the accumulation of love, beauty and
art, founded in 2015 by Sarah, Zufa began its journey by supporting highly skilled local
Syrian craftsmen and women, while matching this with a special creative design flair

that captures the hearts of many, bringing you just a little bit of beauty from Syria.
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Zufa uses only the best materials
to create high-quality bespoke
pieces. As they are hand-crafted
you will never find one that is
exactly the same! Sourcing high
quality woods and copper from
across the region, our craftsmen
develop these hard raw
materials in to beautiful pieces of
art.

Walnut Wood
A beautiful fine, straight grain wood that is resilient and
robust while not heavy. With a beautiful colour and smooth
finish - one of our favourites!

Birch
A light, durable hardwood that is fantastic for creating
unique pieces of furniture that are built to last.

Plexi / Gold-Silver Copper / MDF / Brass
Our alternative materials which compliment our showcase
woods and metals, providing practicability and function
throughout our home.

MATERIALS
OUR
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boxeS & Trays
Product spotlight

“Zufa offers a range of boxes tables and trays that
will bring beauty and function to your home. Hard
woods with a soft finish and quality that will last a

lifetime”
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Zufa provides countless unique interior
design solutions to help you beautify
your surroundings and create a warm
and welcoming environment.
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TABLES & mirrors
Product spotlight

“Create practical functional spaces Illuminated with
hand crafted mosaic-designed floor lamps, to ceiling

shades”
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BESPOKE DESIGN
UNPARALLELED QUALITY



Our side tables come in all shapes and
sizes, with various designs and flair.
From intricate pearling and showcase
pieces, to more simple functional pieces
to compliment your furniture.
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Bespoke creations
Product spotlight

Every pieces of Zufa is unique since it is hand-
crafted, but we take it one step further to provide

bespoke custom design and fitting to meet our
customers needs



The beauty of hand-crafted items is every single piece is
unique, but we take it one step further allowing all our
clients to fully customise their items. Zufa has created awe-
inspiring pieces from custom stair-cases, artistic inspired
table pearling, shelving units, full cupboards and storage
units, table and chairs.
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Zufa we offer unique custom-made seasonal
goods to order, from Ramadan Gifts, to
Christmas themed items. Whatever you need,
we have the design solution!

Your design, Our Zufa.
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Special occasions
Seasonal gifts



contact us

Sarah
Founder and Creative Director

Zufa Showroom
“The LOFT Building”
Office 11, Floor 1
Budiaya Highway
Bahrain

Ashita
Client Manager
TEL: +973 39958219
EMAIL: info@zufashop.com

www.zufashop.com

Instagram:@zufashoip
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{THANK YOU}


